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1 INTRODUCTION
With the current surge of machine learning and data science, practitioners in these fields have a better appreciation and increased eagerness for data. Nowadays, many organizations and agencies publish large open datasets on the Internet for public information accessibility. Online open data comes in different forms, and tabular data is a prevalent type of open data. These open tabular datasets are “database-like” web tables, constituting a popular research topic in the information retrieval community [2, 21]. They make good data sources for data science tasks because of their categorical structure and richness in data content. Storing and maintaining multiple tabular datasets in a centralized data lake, or a table repository, can provide a single access point that allows data practitioners to query data on a certain topic or search for similar datasets.

However, a major issue with accessing these open tables is that they are not always easy to interpret, especially if the table is large and has a complex schema. Ideally, a tabular dataset is annotated by the dataset creator or the table repository administrator when it is first added to a table repository. The annotator should label metadata, such as descriptive tags, for the table to provide straightforward and concise information about the table’s content and characteristics for better table comprehension. These descriptive tags, usually as nouns or short noun phrases, do not only serve as subject hints for users to understand what is in the dataset but also can be used as table keywords to search and link different datasets for downstream data integration or information retrieval tasks [9, 11, 20]. But in reality, manually annotating descriptive tags is expensive and time-consuming and may not be consistent over time, even if labelled by the same annotator. In addition, the annotated metadata is not guaranteed to be comprehensive, as its quality generally depends on the annotator. The possible factors that could influence the quality of table annotation include the annotators’ understanding of the data, their domain knowledge of the table’s topic, their expressibility, and their target satisfaction level of tag completeness. It is not uncommon to come across open tabular datasets with not-well-annotated or non-existent descriptive tags.

In the case of a table repository, the existing tags of the already annotated tables could be leveraged to suggest potential tags for a new table in a consistent manner. I am currently working on a project about automatically suggesting descriptive tags for an incoming query table when it is added to a table repository. I used matching rules and a deep model to suggest potential tags for the query table by finding the relevant tags that are already in the table repository (see Figure 1). The overall technical details are omitted in this project proposal, but certain aspects will be addressed when needed to justify design choices. After a rudimentary case study, I found the potential tags cannot be simply applied to the query table because of two reasons. First, some of the tag suggestions and the query table are under a common broader topic but have some nuances, making the tags unsuitable. Second, the tagging algorithm usually yields an overwhelming number of potential tags; it could confuse users about which ones are actually important if all tag suggestions are adopted for the query table. Human judgment may be the most accurate method to decide whether the suggested tags should be applied to the query table.

I propose a design study project to implement an interactive application that visualizes the descriptive tag augmentation scenario in a table repository. The intention of the interactive augmentation application is to provide an interactive visualization interface that assists human annotators in examining the tag suggestions and their origins and comparing recommended related tables with the query table. Ideally, an annotator can use the interactive interface to judge which tag suggestions can be applied to the query table after browsing the visualization views of the related tables in the table repository containing the suggested tags and comparing them with the query table. There are three questions to be answered in this project: (1) how to visualize already annotated tables in a table repository to help annotators understand its content and characteristics? (2) how to visualize which existing tables are origins of the potential tags and related to the incoming query table? (3) how to provide an efficient pair-wise view for comparing the recommended related tables and the query table? The detailed data and task abstraction is addressed in a later section.

![Figure 1: Descriptive tag augmentation in a table repository. Tags of the already annotated tables that are related to the query table are suggested for the new incoming query table.](image-url)
2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Table Annotation

Table annotation is a well-studied topic in data management. It consists of multiple sub-tasks, such as semantic annotation and entity annotation that map table cells to entities, columns to classes, and inter-column relations to properties [2, 3, 18]. The exact solution depends on what kind of metadata is inquired in the annotation task and what other information is available along with the tabular data. Lexical matching on available table metadata can be used to search and annotate web [8], and the matching methods usually leverage a cross-domain knowledge base or ontology. Ramnandan et al. [17] use the statistical similarity of column values to assign semantic labels and integrate heterogeneous data sources. Recently there has been a new trend of using deep learning models to implicitly learn semantic representations for tabular dataset [4, 19]. I have two suggestion methods in the tag-recommending system I am currently working on. The first one uses column name matching rules to find tables related to the incoming query table and suggest their existing tags. The second approach is to train a deep learning NLP model to predict the probability of existing tags for an input table. These two methods will be reflected and visualized in this proposed interactive application for assisting a human annotator in the task of selective descriptive tag augmentation.

2.2 Table Search

Table search is a problem in data integration for finding tables that are related to a query table within massive data repositories. It is helpful for augmenting the training dataset in a machine learning problem with data from related tables for interactive data science tasks [22]. The goal of table search is to find tables that are contextually related, contain similar data content, or have structural connections to the query table. Table search methods usually involve a pair-wise comparison to find tables with similar contexts. Nargesian et al. [13] propose a data-driven approach to find unionable tables in the sense that the tables share attributes from the same domain to grow a table vertically. Zhu et al. [23] apply column heading overlap similarity search to find tables that are joinable to the query table to enrich each row. As a data augmentation approach, the related tables discovered in the table search process share similar characteristics with the query table. Ideally, the related tables would provide additional information about the query table, and their descriptive tags can be adopted for the query table. In this project, I propose to visualize the relatedness between the annotated tables in the table repository and the incoming query table to show where the tag suggestions are from.

2.3 Interactive Visualization Applications

Galhotra and Khurana propose an automated data explanation system to identify a concept for each column in a table [7] and provide a user interface to visualize how the output results are obtained [6]. However, the interface’s visualization views are very preliminary and do not support analysis as their intention is to present how the explanation algorithm work under the table in an informative manner. TimeLineCurator [5] is an interactive tool for human users to author visual timelines from unstructured text. The authoring is through an underlying data processing pipeline and a general user interface with different functional areas for a control panel and visualization views for various components in the visual timeline authoring tasks. VizCommender [15] provides content-based recommendations for visualizations based on text similarity. It allows comparative judgments by supporting pairwise comparisons between visualizations. VizSnippets [16] create visual inspectors and use them for developing and evaluating building blocks in compressing visualization bundles into previews. Similar concepts can be adopted to tackle analysis questions in this project. CorGIE [10] is an interactive interface that explains the representation learning of a graph neural network by visualizing nodes in different data spaces and their correspondence between spaces.

The papers mentioned above provide many insights that could guide this design study project to implement an interactive interface with table visualization views facilitating descriptive tag augmentation. In addition to these papers, I will also further explore other related interactive interfaces that use visualization techniques to facilitate similar tasks.

3 DATA & TASK ABSTRACTION

I propose designing an interactive annotation tool that visualizes tables in a table repository to help a human user determine which descriptive tags should be augmented to a new query table. The dataset is from a previous project I worked on automatically suggesting potential tags. I retrieved the CSV files with a table header of column names from the Open Data Site of the City of Surrey [14]. Data were collected with minimal human intervention and were not further gauged or refined to emulate that data in online table repositories is usually not well-formed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tables</th>
<th>tags</th>
<th>columns</th>
<th>rows</th>
<th>attribute pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1,907</td>
<td>1,443,378</td>
<td>4,074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset statistics.
The descriptive tags of each CSV file were scraped from the open data site. Each CSV file is represented as a two-dimensional table with a header of column names and a list of items stored in the table. Since the tag suggestion algorithm looks for related tables by examining whether they share the same correlated attribute pairs, I also annotated the correlated attributes in the tables. The correlatedness here is defined by having a functional dependency between two attributes (i.e., each value in one column is uniquely associated with a value in another column).

The table dataset has 160 tables, 1,907 columns, and 1,443,378 rows. There are 104 distinct tags in the dataset. However, a tag can be labelled for more than one table, and the total tag count is 469. Across all the tables, there exist 4,074 pairs of correlated attribute pairs. Figure 2 shows the histograms of various table statistics. Most tables in the dataset are small in size, as around two-thirds of the tables, or 104 to be precise, have less than 100 rows and 20 columns. Each table has at least 1 annotated tag, and over half of the tables have 5 tags or fewer. On the other hand, most tags have less than 12 but at least 2 tables. Therefore, the dataset is balanced regarding table and tag association.

However, the correspondence is not always bi-directional. Currently, I propose corresponding items from the user space to all other spaces, between the topology space and latent space, and from all other spaces to the feature space. The feature space is dedicated to pair-wise table comparison with tables selected in other spaces.

The identify task in the topology space and latent space allows users to select a table they find interesting in either data space. This task is different from the previously mentioned specify task in the user space, as the options in the identify task depends on what users specify in the user space. For example, if users specify a table in the user space, the identify task will be finding tables that are close to the query table in the latent space or in the topology space by having a direct connection with the query table. The compare task in three data spaces is to understand the relatedness between the selected table and the query table by providing a pair-wise comparison and to determine whether the tags from the selected table can be applied to describe the query table. All the tasks mentioned above lead to the final annotate task: users decide which tags should be augmented to the query table.

4 SOLUTION

Implementation: In order to create an easy-to-deploy interactive descriptive tag augmentation tool for table repositories, the viable design choice is to implement a web-based visualization application. D3.js [1] is a popular choice for web-based visualizations as it is a JavaScript library that supports dynamic and interactive visualization in web standards. In this project, D3.js and JavaScript will be used to create front-end visualizations and provide the general graphical user interface, while Python will be used for underlying data processing. However, the exact implementation choice is subject to change as the project progresses.

Figure 4: The general interface.

General interface and the user space: Figure 4 depicts the proposed general interface for the iterative descriptive tag annotation tool for table repositories, which comprises four components for the spaces mentioned in the data and task abstraction. The size of each component will be proportional to the need for corresponding visualization views. The user space provides general interactive control for the users. In the control panel, users can input a CSV file as an incoming query table that is about to be added to the table repository. A list of recommended potential tags and related tables that are already annotated in the repository will be listed in the
suggestion list view. Users can select a recommended related table as a focus item or a potential tag to include all the tables already annotated with that tag in the repository. The selected table(s) will be visualized in other data spaces with the query table to help users understand how the suggestions are related to the query table and whether the recommended tags can be applied to augment the query table.

**Figure 5: An example of colour coding in UMAP [12].**

**Latent space view:** The underlying tag suggestion algorithm uses a natural language processing model to abstract a table in a high-dimensional latent space for predicting each label’s probability. Visualizing the distribution of table representations in the latent space will help users understand semantic relatedness between tables. If the location of the query table is close to an annotated table or a cluster of annotated tables, that means the tables hold similar values. Therefore, it is more likely for these tables to share the same descriptive tags. Similar to CorGIE [10], I propose to use UMAP [12] to project table representations from the latent space into nodes in a 2-dimensional scatter plot.

Since each descriptive tag can be considered a label, descriptive tag augmentation is inherently a multi-label classification task. In addition to proximity, colour coding can provide visual cues to the nodes with the same label as shown in the UMAP example in Figure 5. However, a table can be annotated with more than one tag in the table repository. Currently, I cannot find a way to colour code a node with multiple tags. As a compromise, I introduce the concept of a **focus tag** to colour code only one tag at a time. If a user is interested in a particular potential tag recommended for the query table, all the tables labelled with that tag in the repository will be coded with a highly saturated colour in the scatter plot. If the user can better compare these nodes’ distribution with the query table’s location in such a design. The other nodes will be coded in gray or simply omitted from the scatter plot.

Users should be able to directly select a node on the scatter plot to switch to a different **focus table** or **focus tag** to allow for comparing other nodes’ distribution with the query table. The newly specified table(s) should also be reflected in visualization views in other data spaces and vice versa.

**Topology space view:** There are two properties that I propose to visualize in the topology space: the cluster of tables that share a common descriptive tag and the connection between tables that share the same correlated attribute pair of column names, as used in the underlying tag suggestion algorithm.

**Figure 6: A potential graph view for the topology space. The black node is the query table. Tables with the focus tag are colour coded, while others are in gray.**

Figure 6 shows a potential topological graph view that visualizes tables as nodes. With the same colour-coding strategy in the latent space, tables belonging to a focus tag will be coded with a highly saturated colour to make them stand out from other tables in gray. The connections of having the same correlated attribute pair can be visualized as links between nodes. If the query table has significantly more links with colour-coded tables than the other tables in gray, it has a higher chance of belonging to that tag as well. Otherwise, users should be able to select a table linked to the query table, inside or outside the coloured cluster, and switch to a different focus tag from that table.

**Feature space view:** The feature space is dedicated to the pair-wise comparison between a focus table and the query table. The focus table can only be selected from other spaces and correspondingly visualized in this space. With the pair-wise comparison, users can determine whether the focus table is similar to the query table and which existing tags can be applied to augment the query table. The minimum is to provide a tabular view for each table side-by-side so that users can manually examine the column names and cell values in the two tables. I am still looking for other visualization paradigms that allow pair-wise comparison. I am thinking about visualizing data distributions in each table, but it is not easy because the values in a table are a mix of categorical, ordered, and text data in different columns.

5 **MILESTONES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Due date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continue literature review</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Oct. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn d3 and front-end tools</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Oct. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement the general interface</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Nov. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design visualization views</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Nov. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare for peer reviews</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Nov. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare for post-update meeting</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Nov. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refine the design</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dec. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare for presentation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dec. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finish the report</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dec. 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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